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ANNIE BREES (INTRO)
Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers honest conversations about food,
fitness, weight, and wellness. I'm your host Annie Brees along with co-founder Jennifer
Campbell. Together we have a team of personal trainers and nutritionists who coach 1000s of
women daily and are on a mission to help women feel happy, healthy, and confident in their
bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we discuss hot topics pertaining to our
physical, mental, and emotional well-being with amazing guests. Enjoy.

JEN CAMPBELL
Hi, everyone. Welcome back to Balance365 Life Radio. Jennifer Campbell here, flying solo.
Today, I'm going to do something a little bit different. And that's to share some observations that
I've seen over the last few years in how women are navigating their body weight and what my
thoughts are on that. What works and what really does not work? So this is not a researched
episode. It's just thoughts and observations. It's you and me having a conversation. If you
stopped me at a coffee shop and said, "Hey, Jen, what are your thoughts on women and
weight?" [Laughs] This is what I would tell you. And it's a one-sided conversation. Of course,
you cannot talk back to me. But feel free to slide into my DMs and let me know what your
thoughts are.

The reason I decided to do this off-the-cuff type episode is I found myself thinking, "I wish
everyone could see the trends we see in Balance365." The same patterns that are showing up
in the majority of women. So many people believe they are alone in their suffering. They believe
they are a special kind of failure. They believe these different dieting strategies we've been
taught worked for others, but not them. And that's not true. These strategies we've all been
taught for how to navigate food, fitness, weight, and wellness aren't working for anyone, which is
actually why the community aspect of our coaching program can be so healing for women
because they realize they aren't alone. The majority of women who are new to Balance365 are
struggling with similar thoughts and feelings about their bodies, their weight, their nutrition
choices, and even their ability to change. So instead of saying, "I'm the exception here, I'm the
failure," our members start saying, "Wow, this is so true for so many of us. Why is that? Maybe
it's not me, maybe it's what we were taught as a generation of women just doesn't work." If you
are interested in being part of our community, joining our program, as always, you can find the
waitlist to join in our show notes or go to www.balance365.com/waitlist. Alright, so here are five
of those observations. And my thoughts on them.

Number one, your weight is not what you will be remembered for. Period. Many of you are living
like it is like it's going to be your legacy. Recently, Vienna Pharaon sent an email about how



most people are forgotten within two generations. So think about that for a moment. In two
generations, you could be a stranger, a name on a family tree. Now I have no memories of my
great-grandmother. I honestly can't even recall her name right now. I would have to look at my
family tree. But just because someone doesn't remember you doesn't mean you won't leave an
imprint on them. So when I look at the maternal side of my family, I can literally feel my
grandmother's determination and grit in me. You know that saying that sometimes when you
open your mouth, you hear your mother come out? Well, sometimes when I open my mouth, I
hear my grandmother coming out, especially when I'm in, during big life challenges. I imagine
there is a long line of determined gritty women on my mom's side of the family who are living in
me through me and that imprint will continue. Even though my children may only ever have
vague memories of my own grandmother, even if they forget her name. She's in them. She
came through my mom and me, and that's the legacy. My children don't know what size my
grandma wore. What's been imprinted on them is that we get to work. And in two generations,
my name may not be remembered, but I hope my great-grandchildren are saying we must come
from one hell of a line of women.

Now I used to live like my weight did define my life. I used to live like my weight was my legacy.
Like, I was going to be Grandma with the hot body, that that was going to be what was on my
tombstone. If I had continued on that way, it's not my body that would have been my legacy.
Because the pursuit of thinness for me was also accompanied by anxiety, body dysmorphia,
body image issues, disordered eating, and fatphobia. So the legacy that I would have left wasn't
the weight. It's what my loved ones would have felt being around me picked up on and learn
from me in that pursuit. Nobody's going to be reflecting on your size or my size in two
generations. What I see in Balance365 is a lot of pain and struggle in the women who are
treating their weight as their life's purpose. At some point, it just feels empty and meaningless.
What I see working really well for women in Balance365 is when they think about who they are,
what they value, and what living a meaningful life means to them, and then start intentionally
creating it. I see peace and ease come over these women, and their health habits stop feeling
so hard. Instead, they start feeling like part of who they are.

Number two, second observation and my thoughts. Goal weights are often completely
unrealistic, and set people up to suffer unnecessarily. I say it often, because it's not always.
Some people do have very realistic weight loss goals. But also, they have a very positive and
flexible mindset when it comes to working towards that goal. But let's talk about what happens
with people with unrealistic weight loss goals. They really suffer, and nothing is ever good
enough. So many women just unconsciously regurgitate these goal weights from numbers
they've seen. Maybe they think it's just what they should weigh, maybe it's what a BMI scale has
told them they should weigh, or maybe it's what they weighed on their wedding day. Maybe
that's what they weighed in high school, for God's sake. I remember during my pretty horrifically
restrictive dieting days, just kind of attaching to the lowest number I had seen on the scale in my
adult life. And from that moment on, nothing was good enough. If I was 10 pounds over that
weight, I considered myself 10 pounds overweight. It's just ridiculous in hindsight. If your goal



weight is unrealistic, your perspective of health and wellness is going to really narrow, and you
are going to find yourself in dangerous territory with unhealthy behaviors being used to try and
become that weight. I see a lot more success in women who detach or kind of let go of this
fixation on goal weights. And instead, create more of an open mind of, "I'm going to take this
journey and learn what a healthy weight is for me, I'm not going to fixate on one single number,
and I'm not going to let a goal weight dictate my habits. I'm going to create healthy habits that
feel really good and really sustainable and see what I weigh." This is a shift for a lot of people. It
means instead of creating a lifestyle that revolves around a goal weight, we are creating a
lifestyle around experiences we value, and our weight becomes a byproduct of that.

So here's a story that is a little bit heartbreaking. But I don't think uncommon. We had a member
join several years ago who, actually when she joined, did have a realistic goal weight in mind
and that is because of her experience with unrealistic goals. So a few years prior to joining
Balance365, this woman's starting weight was 200 pounds, and she was fixated on a goal
weight of 140 and she has no idea where she got that number. It was just the number. It was the
weight she thought she should be for her height. Now she's said to us that when she was 160
pounds, it took effort, but when she got there, she felt like she was living a very healthy life. She
was comfortable in her body. Her mental and emotional health was great. She was still
socializing. It was a very sustainable weight for her. But in her mind, it wasn't good enough, so
she kept pushing, and that took her into this dangerous territory that I've been talking about.
Turns out 140 is completely unrealistic for her. Pretty soon, she starts feeling hopeless, she's
flooded with thoughts and feelings around having failed, and she ends up catapulting to the
other end of the behavioral spectrum, regaining the 40 pounds she'd lost. So when this member
joins, she felt very clear that one of the reasons she's been so unsuccessful with sustaining
weight loss in the past is that she never stopped to ask herself these questions. Does this feel
good? Does my lifestyle feel sustainable? Does it feel balanced? Right? Instead, she was
centering the goal weight over the goal life.

Okay, third thought. This one might be controversial. Some people are happier and healthier at
weights that are higher than what they imagined for themselves. Right? So actually, that
previous example is perfect for this. But first, before I get into this, I want to share a theory. And
it's that I think many people who are fixated on goal weights, they aren't moving toward a weight
per se; they are moving toward a feeling. They are trying to capture how they think they are
going to feel when they weigh that amount. So what I find, again—not in every case, but in
some—is that what people can sustain, where they actually feel happy and balanced, is actually
a higher weight than they've imagined. Right? And they might have imagined themselves at
these low weights for a very long time. So it's really hard to let go of that. And that is also my
personal story, that when I started this journey, I did this thing, I did this thing where I thought I
had let go of you know, weight fixations, but when I was on my, you know, my healthy
sustainable weight loss journey, I came to a place where I was like, "Oh, my weight has
plateaued." And for some reason, I thought it should keep going down. And I remember having
this conversation with Annie, this is like eight-plus years ago now. And her asking me questions



like, "How does your life feel? How's your social...How's your social life? How's your mental
health? How are your habits? Are you happy with the habits you have?" And the truth was I was
right, and I realized, "Oh my gosh, I'm back in this place where I'm where I'm like, outsourcing
what makes me happy." I was still fixated on a number. The truth of the matter was I was happy
and I was healthy. I was just at a weight that was 20 pounds higher than my leanest weight. So
at that point, my work, I didn't have, you know, weight loss of work to do at that point. I had
acceptance work to do, and I'm so glad I did that work.

The women I see doing well in Balance365 are accepting this too. A few years ago, a guest on
our podcast, Dr. Yoni Freedhof said, "Your best weight is when you're living the healthiest life
you can enjoy." And I think that's such a beautiful way to put it. Now again, there are exceptions
to all of this. This is just an observation and my thoughts. My healthiest weight is smack dab in
the middle between my leanest and my heaviest. Annie is in the leanest adult weight that she's
ever been. So there are always exceptions. But I'm just asking, be open to it.

Number four, my fourth thought, my fourth observation and thought about women and
bodyweight: overvaluing weight leads to behavioral over-corrections. So this is related to all the
suffering I've been talking about. The strict and unrealistic goal weights. And it's that like, if you
thought of yourself like a pie chart, okay, and the pie chart is all of who you are. Maybe the pie
chart is even all the different aspects of your health. Now our appearance and our weight, you
know, we like to deal with a messy male here at Balanced365. So our weight or body fat
percentage, maybe that is a piece of the pie. Maybe it's even a sliver of the pie. What we do is
we overvalue weight, and it's like our whole pie. Women walk around the world, overvaluing how
much of an impact their weight has on their health. And so they end up spending a
disproportionate amount of time and energy on that number and ignore all the other health
markers. So in their pursuit of weight loss, they ignore their emotional health. They ignore their
social health and when we are overvaluing weight, that also leads to these behavioral
over-corrections, and those over-corrections lead to a total disaster. Chaos.

So I have this Mario Kart analogy I use from time to time with our members, where I share how
painful it was to teach my kids how to play Mario Kart. They would hit one little bump in the road
and they would overcorrect. And then they would start swinging wildly back and forth, back and
forth, totally out of control and eventually crashing. And this is how I see many women treating
their weight. They have one little bump in the road, they panic, they overcorrect, they swing
wildly, and they crash and burn. The women I see doing well in Balance365, they move more
towards body neutrality and appropriately valuing their weight. It might be part of the big picture
of their health, but they shift their time and energy to all the various health markers, including
their overall emotional wellness, their relationship with food and their relationship with their body.
That's truly why so many of our members can have these weight loss journeys without that
journey taking over their life. It's just one thing that's happening in their life, as many other things
are being improved.



Okay, number five, my fifth observation and thoughts. Your weight changing is normal. What's
abnormal is that we as humans don't see weight fluctuations as normal. So your weight is never
going to stop fluctuating every day every hour. That's why these fixations on goal weights. Let's
just say an example of a woman who has a goal weight of 225 pounds. So this woman, she
says, "I want to be 225 pounds." And why I see that as a little bit silly is because she may reach
that weight for a moment. And then she'll go to the bathroom and she'll be less and then she'll
eat dinner. And she'll be more. If you're a person who responds well to goal weights and has a
realistic goal weight in mind, it might be more helpful to think of it in a range instead of, "I want
to be, my goal weight is 225 pounds." It's more like 220 to 230. But also, it's not just these daily
fluctuations that we need to consider. There are life seasons, okay? None of us know what lies
ahead. And how we will cope with that. I have, as many of you know, 2022 was an extremely
challenging year for me personally, and I saw my weight fluctuate, right? And as I head into a
new season, things are kind of calming down to me. I may see another weight fluctuation. And
that's all good, because I've accepted that as normal and natural. And I find that those doing
well in Balance365 also understand this, okay? And when you accept this, you start seeing your
weight as more of something that gently rises and falls almost at all times like a gentle tide. But
those who aren't accepting it, who are fighting it, a bit like the member story I shared previously,
they are finding that their body weight is more like a tsunami rising and falling. And there are
health consequences to that type of major weight cycling, right? There's negative health
outcomes for people who do major weight cycling throughout their life. And we don't want that
for you.

So to summarize, this was really strange doing this without Annie. [Laughs] But to summarize all
these thoughts and observations and leave you on a positive note, here is what I want to share.
Here are the common characteristics of women doing well and making progress in Balance365.
One, they learned they are more than a number, they are more than a body. They have a
purpose here on Earth. And they're either discovering what that is and what's valuable and
meaningful to them, or they have discovered it, and they're going out and creating it. Number
two, they are backing away from very fixed and rigid goal weights and learning either what's
more realistic for them or learning to back away altogether and letting their habits and how they
feel lead the way and trusting that their weight will settle into a healthy and comfortable place.
Number three, these successful women are unpacking their body image baggage and realizing
they've been sold this lie that women should be striving to be their leanest livable weight at all
times. And actually, their healthiest and best estimate could be higher than what they've
imagined, and they're working on accepting that or they have accepted that. Number four, they
are considering their weight appropriately and their overall health picture. They are not centering
it as everything. They are not centering it as the only piece of data about their health and bodies
that matter. And last but not least, they accept weight fluctuations as normal and natural. No
panicking and no more over-corrections.



All right, that's it, my friends. Those are my thoughts for today. Again, if you're really connecting
with our message, and finding these messy middle conversations about health, wellness, and
weight fulfilling, get on our waitlist for coaching. We would love to work with you. Thanks for
listening.

ANNIE (OUTRO)
Hey everyone, if your mind has been blown while listening to this podcast, just wait until you
work with us. Let us help you level up your health and wellness habits and your life inside
Balance365 coaching. Head on over to balance365.co to join coaching.


